From Field to Desktop, Your Office Anywhere

With the M2 Dock, moving from the field to the office, and back, is a breeze. The docking station makes it easy to charge the Mesa 2, connect to an Ethernet network, and even use the tablet with an external monitor, keyboard, and mouse, just like a desktop. When you’re ready to collect data again, simply disconnect the Mesa 2 and head out into the field.
Connectivity Options

The M2 Dock includes several interfaces, providing multiple connectivity options:

- 3 USB 2.0 ports
- 1 HDMI port
- 1 LAN (RJ45) port

Other M2 Dock Features:

- One-hand ejection button for easy release
- Compatible with Kensington® Lock
- Locking pins for increased stability
- Compatible with standard Mesa 2 power charger

Contact Juniper Systems to get a quote today!